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We are fortunate to live, learn, work and play in a community with a wide
range of assets that contribute to the remarkable quality of life Gwinnett
residents enjoy, one of which is our strong business community. We
hope you enjoy The Executive and use it to learn more about your fellow
Chairman’s Club members and their businesses. Please support and
connect with each other, and let us know how we can support you. Thank
you for being a valued Chairman’s Club member of the Gwinnett Chamber.

Vince DeSilva

Sr. VP, Membership Services
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Chairman’s Club Reception

• 5 to 7 p.m.
• The River Club
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MAY

Chairman’s Club Private Golf Outing
• All day
• Summit Chase Country Club

Chairman’s Club Welcome Breakfast
• 7:30 to 9 a.m.
• TPC Sugarloaf
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Keeping it Clean
Level Seven Facilities Services solves cleaning problems for
commercial properties across Atlanta
Photo by: Karen Burns

“Word-of-mouth is our
number-one source
of opportunities, so
there’s nothing more
important to us than
happy clients.”

L

evel Seven Facilities Services
provides commercial cleaning
services to office, industrial
and retail clients, but that’s not what
they’re selling. “We’re selling fewer
headaches,” said Steven Tomlinson,
Level Seven’s founder and one of
the company’s managing partners.
“Our job is to take problems off of a
property manager’s plate,” he said.
“If you’re in the cleaning business
and your clients are thinking about
you, you’re not doing something
right.”
From janitorial services to glass
cleaning, floor cleaning and
refinishing, pressure washing,
lift work and post-construction
cleaning, Level Seven’s employees

offer a full range of services that
help Atlanta-area businesses stay
clean, which can mean a variety of
things. Dave Hollister, Level Seven
co-owner and managing partner
explained, “Cleaning is such a
subjective term. Hopefully my
standard is higher than most, but we
want to make sure we understand
what our customer’s level of clean
is.” This definition of services, which
happens in one of the first meetings
with new clients helps Hollister and
Tomlinson provide the right amount
of staff and hours each facility
needs to meet that client’s specific
definition of clean.
That initial delineation of clean
is the first step in Level Seven’s
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After taking on work within the
building and remodeling industry
after college, Tomlinson returned
to commercial cleaning after the
2008 recession. “What attracted
me back to this business model is
that it’s recession proof. Or at least
safer,” Tomlinson said. “Offices will
always need cleaning services.”
After creating and eventually selling
a cleaning business in Savannah,
Tomlinson moved to Atlanta and
founded Level Seven in 2012.
He welcomed Hollister into the
business in 2016.

proactive management strategy,
which is built on Tomlinson and
Hollister’s business philosophy of
good service equals good business.
“There is a direct correlation
between the level of service you
provide and how successful your
business is in the commercial
cleaning industry,” Tomlinson said.
Tomlinson has a decades-long
history in providing cleaning
services that started in college with
a buddy and a vacuum cleaner. “We
would do whatever we needed to
during the day and clean offices at
night,” Tomlinson said. “We made
a lot more money than our buddies
flipping burgers.”

To provide a better cleaning
service to their clients, Tomlinson
and Hollister set out to make
cleaning less subjective and more
measurable. Their company’s
structure enables Level Seven’s
senior management to stay involved
in the day-to-day activity of the
company. The management team
performs consistent quality control
checks at their clients’ facilities
at least once a month and creates
a report to show the client how
they are doing. This differs from a
lot of Level Seven’s competitors,
Hollister said. “Bigger companies
will throw a crew in there and
wait for complaints before they
change anything. Our team finds
issues, self-reports them and makes
improvements.”
“We place a lot of emphasis on
catching problems before they
arise,” Tomlinson agreed. “Wordof-mouth is our number one source
of opportunities, so there’s nothing
more important to us than happy
clients.”
The majority of Level Seven’s work
is with property management
companies and general contractors
and stadiums.
Recently Level Seven started work
with an international shipping and
logistics company for which they
provide a 16-person cleaning crew
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24 hours a day, seven days a week
to keep a 1.5-million-square-foot
facility clean. “This job was right
in our sweet spot,” Tomlinson said,
“Small cleaning companies wouldn’t
have been able to dedicate the
amount of resources needed and
bigger companies wouldn’t have
given a contract this size the time of
day.”
The shipping and logistics
company found Level Seven during
a Google search for a glass cleaner,
which was either a fortunate stroke
of serendipity or a good indication
that Level Seven’s search engine
optimization strategy is on point.
When Tomlinson spoke with the
company about their glass cleaning
needs, the company representative
mentioned he was in the final stages
of selecting a facility cleaning crew.
Tomlinson took the opportunity
to offer Level Seven’s services as
another option. In the end Level
Seven was chosen for the contract,
largely based its management
structure and dedication to
customer satisfaction. After
cleaning the facility for about five
months now, Tomlinson said, “our
team has had great reviews so far.”
With a wide range of contracts
across the greater Atlanta area,
Level Seven is now a quickly
growing and prospering mid-size
cleaning company. “Now that we
have space to breathe, we felt it was
time to address one of the goals
in our mission statement, which
was to bring about positive change
in the community in which we do
business,” Tomlinson said. He and
Hollister agreed it was time to join
the Gwinnett Chamber and the
Chairman’s Club. “We always heard
about what a dynamic group of
business leaders it was,” Tomlinson
said.
“The relationships we’ve developed
in the short time we’ve been
involved have been outstanding,”
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Hollister said. “We’ve gotten
contacts that have been beneficial
on a personal and professional
level.”
Though Hollister and Tomlinson
anticipate that their new
relationships at the Chamber will
help them grow, they are adamant
that Level Seven will never outgrow
its directly managed customer
service. “There are a number of
publicly traded entities in our
industry that do an enormous
volume of business all over the
world. Their model is different
than what we do, though. The vast
majority of their contracts get
subbed out to smaller local outfits,”
Tomlinson said. “We will never turn
into a call center, ever. It’s important

to us that we never outgrow our
capacity to closely manage the
end product.” Because in the end,
Tomlinson said, it’s the company’s
principals’ personal investment and
commitment to quality service that
makes Level Seven a success.
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A Super-sized Solution to
Cleaning Up After the
Super Bowl
The 2019 Super Bowl posed one
of the most unique cleaning
challenges yet for Level Seven
Facilities Services. Level Seven
has prepared for and cleaned up
after major league sporting events,
concerts, college championships
and monster truck rallies. But the
Super Bowl is an uncommon event
with a full house of NFL fans ready
to celebrate, NFL officials, television
network staffers and more.
“We anticipate a very big mess,”
said Steven Tomlinson, managing
partner of Level Seven when we
spoke to him before the big game.
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Level Seven cleaning crews are used “Sometimes it can be stubborn to
to a stadium turn-over time that can get up and a good bit of it has to be
picked up individually by hand.”
last as little as 15 hours between
events.
“The clean-up process can take up
And, pressure washing seats is just to 250-300 people after a regular
a part of the detailed process. First, stadium event. We’ve had a few
fastturn situations where we had
the trash will be picked up, triple
sorted and bagged for recycling or a very short window to get large
compost, then blowers and sweepers venues ready for the next event. In
those scenarios, we’ve had close
will make their pass through the
large venue, then come the pressure to 500 people a couple of times,”
Hollister said. “That being said,
washers, dryers and detailers.
we’ve gotten a good bit more
efficient at what we do, so we’re now
The confetti in the after-game
doing more with fewer people.”
celebration also presents a
challenge. The material can stick
to some of the paint used on the
concrete floors and is difficult
to sweep up, said Tomlinson.

NEW CHAIRMAN’S CLUB MEMBERS

For more information about these companies, visit www.gwinnettchairmansclub.com.

By Design LED
Kaushik Desai
President
www.bydesignled.com

Pappadeaux Seafood Kitchen Lawrenceville
www.pappadeaux.com

Centurion Advisory Group
Randy Brunson
President
www.centurionag.com

Pieper O’Brien Herr Architects
Todd Evans
VP of Business Development
www.poharchitects.com

DataPath, Inc.
Carter Johnson
CFO
www.datapath.com

